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Abstract
This project proposes an optimization approach for day-ahead reac-
tive power planning to ensure voltage security in transmission net-
works. The problem is formulated as a voltage-secure multi-period
optimal reactive power dispatch (MP-ORPD) problem. The opti-
mization approach searches for optimal set-points of dynamic and
static reactive power (var) resources. Specifically, the output in-
cludes set-points for switching shunts, transformer taps, and voltage
magnitudes at the regulated buses. The primary goal is to maximize
the dynamic reactive power reserve of the system, by minimizing the
reactive power supplied by synchronous generators. The secondary
goal is to minimize changes in the settings of switching shunts and
transformer taps, and maximize the reactive power margin at criti-
cal buses. The proposed approach requires the following inputs: the
network topology, component outage schedule, forecasted active and
reactive power load at a substation level, generation schedule, set of
critical contingencies, and set of critical buses for each time period.
Since the size of MP-ORPD problems significantly increases with the
increased number of contingencies and time periods, computational
efficiency is crucial for practical applications. In this project, a de-
composition technique is used to partition the MP-ORPD problem
into a set of subproblems, which can be solved in parallel to reduce
the computation time. The proposed MP-ORPD algorithm is ap-
plied to various power networks of large electric utility companies
in the Eastern interconnection. The results demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of the proposed algorithm in providing preventive control
schedules.
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1 Introduction
The aim of this chapter is to introduce the problem of reactive power
control in transmission systems. The background, challenges, moti-
vation and objective of the whole project are presented, followed by
an outline for this thesis.
1.1. Background
Voltage and reactive power control is essential for securing proper
operation of any power system during both normal and emergency
conditions [2]. Challenges associated with Volt/Var control in large
networks have been increasing as a result of significant changes in
generation mixture and system structure [3]. System operators are
required to manage available reactive power resources to keep volt-
ages within satisfactory limits and procure enough reactive power
reserve to maintain adequate stability margin to prevent voltage
instability under severe contingencies.
Reactive power resources in a transmission system can be divided
into two main categories: dynamic and static [4]. Dynamic var
resources are automatically controlled to quickly and continuously
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change their Mvar output in response to voltage deviations, re-
gardless of their terminal voltage level. Therefore, these resources
can increase their reactive power output when the voltage tends
to drop preventing further decline in voltage, which may otherwise
lead to partial or total voltage collapse. Dynamic var resources in-
clude synchronous generators/condensers and flexible AC transmis-
sion system (FACTS) devices. Inverter-based generation resources
like wind generators (types III and IV) and solar photovoltaic (PV)
plants can also provide dynamic reactive power support and voltage
control. Static var resources include shunt capacitor and reactor
banks. They provide a fixed nominal contribution when in-service.
Their reactive power output is proportional to the square of the
voltage magnitude at their terminals; hence, their var output drops
when the terminal voltage declines significantly limiting their ability
to prevent voltage instability. Shunt capacitors and reactor banks
are switched on/off, either manually or automatically. Manually
switched banks on transmission systems that require to be switched
on/off frequently, e.g., daily or a few times a day, typically have re-
mote switching capability from the control center via SCADA. Shunt
devices that are switched occasionally or on a seasonal basis may not
have remote switching capabilities. Automatically switched banks
are switched on/off via a local controller programmed to achieve
the primary objective for which the bank was installed, generally to
maintain the bus voltage within the permissible range [4].
A proper combination of dynamic and static var resources needs to
be maintained at all times to enable secure operation of the trans-
mission system against voltage instability. Because dynamic var
resources have a fast response, which is critical to confine contin-
gencies, it is desirable to reserve more reactive power from dynamic
resources [5]. In other words, the reactive power output from dy-
namic var resources should be minimized during normal operation,
such that enough dynamic reactive power is readily available to re-
spond to contingencies. In order to meet the increased reactive re-
serve requirement, system operators may switch on/off shunt devices
in the pre-contingency state to reduce the var output of dynamic de-
vices. In some cases, the operator may need to bring more dynamic
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devices online (i.e., dispatch out-of-merit generators) to procure the
reactive power reserve needed to maintain operational security.
1.2. Challenges Of Voltage Control In Transmis-
sion Systems
Various methods have been proposed to schedule var resources in
transmission networks. In power systems with advanced voltage
control schemes that include secondary and tertiary voltage regula-
tion, the centralized controller dispatches set points to all assigned
components, with the goal to minimize cost of losses and controls
while maintaining voltage at appropriate levels for all buses [3] [6].
Switching shunts and transformer taps are controlled to allow syn-
chronous generators to reserve their reactive power regulation capac-
ity for transient contingency situations. In power systems that use
decentralized primary voltage regulation, such as most transmission
companies in North America, switching of capacitor banks and re-
actors is performed manually by the transmission operator based on
the loading conditions of the system. For example, in some cases, the
operator switches in capacitor banks during the morning ramp-up
period and take them out of service during the nightly ramp-down
period. Generators and shunt capacitors are adjusted as needed, ac-
cording to changes in the voltage profile monitored by the operators.
While this process is successful, there is no guarantee that the order
and timing are optimal. Often, operators manage reactive power
resources using pre-defined operating guidelines that were derived
from off-line simulations. The off-line simulations may have been
performed months ahead of time and only for a set of typical oper-
ating states. The operating states used in the simulations may not
be representative of those encountered during actual operation. In
addition, because system operating conditions continually change,
the operating guidelines determined from the few simulated operat-
ing states in off-line simulations may not necessarily represent the
optimal reactive power resource management strategies needed for
all possible operating states during a 24-hour period. Therefore, a
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day-ahead hour-by-hour analysis of reactive power conditions can
more accurately determine proper schedule of var resources to help
operators manage these resources during real time operation. Since
day-ahead analysis is performed a single day in advance, the antic-
ipated system conditions and other relevant information are known
with less uncertainty, as compared with offline operational planning
studies. In this work, a voltage-secure multi-period optimal reac-
tive power dispatch (MP-ORPD) will be proposed and discussed in
details. The major outcome of this work is a problem formulation
and a solution algorithm for optimizing day-ahead reactive power
planning.
The MP-ORPD problem includes both continuous and discrete vari-
ables. Therefore, this problem can be formulated as a mixed-integer
nonlinear programming (MINLP) problem. However, the MINLP
problem is NP-hard [7], and hence its computational complexity
forces the use of practical heuristics. Different commercial power
system software packages treat the MINLP problems as nonlinear
programming (NLP) [8] problems. Typically, the discrete variables
are initially treated as continuous variables, then their values are
rounded to their closest feasible discrete values, and finally the prob-
lem is solved again by keeping the discrete variables fixed. This
rounding approach can lead to infeasible solutions, especially if the
number of discrete variables is large [9, 10]. Various methods have
been proposed to extend the objective function to include the cost
of discrete variables being away from the discrete values. In [9], a
quadratic penalty function is used for discrete variables. In [3, 11],
a sinusoidal-based penalty function is used.
Another challenge presented by the MP-ORPD problem is that its
size increases with increasing the number of critical contingencies
and time periods. Hence, an efficient solution algorithm is required
to minimize the computation time and to improve the tractability
of the problem, especially for real large-scale power systems. Sev-
eral studies have suggested solution algorithms for multi-period opti-
mization problems similar to the MP-ORPD problem. [5, 12, 13, 14]
suggested using the Benders decomposition technique to partition
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the optimization problem into smaller subproblems. The Benders
decomposition method was originally proposed in [15] for linear pro-
gramming problems with special block structure and complicating
variables that prevent solving the problem by blocks, such as those
that involve multiple scenarios that arise in stochastic programming
[14]. The same concept was then generalized for nonlinear program-
ming in [16]. However, the generalized Benders decomposition may
fail to converge if one of the subproblems is infeasible [17]. In [3], the
rolling process approach was proposed to handle a problem similar
to the MP-ORPD without considering any contingencies. However,
this approach limits the number of time period that can be included
since the tractability of the problem becomes questionable with in-
creased time periods. Heuristic search methods including evolution-
ary algorithms and particle swarm optimization approaches have
also been proposed in [18, 19]. Tuning the parameters of the heuris-
tic search methods have a large impact on optimization performance.
To overcome shortcomings of the aforementioned algorithms, this
work proposes a new solution algorithm that can handle the size of
the MP-ORPD problem, and the challenge associated with round-
ing discrete variables. A consensus-based decomposition technique
is used to partition the MP-ORPD problem into a set of smaller sub-
problems that can be solved independently and in parallel, in order
to solve the problem for the intrinsically large real-world power net-
works in a reasonable time. The discrete variables are treated as
continuous while adding a penalty term to the objective function to
encourage the continuous variables to settle on valid discrete values.
Some utility companies monitor the reactive power margin as a mea-
sure of voltage stability at a set of critical buses in the system to
ensure that there will be enough reactive power margin in case of
contingencies [2]. It is desired to increase the reactive power margin
at these critical buses in addition to maximizing the dynamic reac-
tive power available from synchronous generators. Different studies
have suggested adding a voltage stability constraint to the optimiza-
tion problem to search for a solution that maximizes the stability of
the system. In [20], a minimum singular value of the power flow Ja-
cobian matrix is included as a voltage stability constraint. However,
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this approach requires an iterative process to satisfy the required
voltage stability margin. [21] proposes adding a constraint that as-
sures that the power flow Jacobian is non-singular. This constraint
requires forming the impedance matrix of the system, which requires
a large memory space. In [22], a constraint based on the L-index
coefficient is used. All of the approaches mentioned above require
extensive offline studies to determine the threshold of the voltage
stability margin [20, 21, 22]. In addition, these approaches are com-
putationally expensive even for a single-period problem which means
adapting these approaches for the MP-ORPD will be intractable. In
this work, a simpler but more efficient approach to increase the re-
active power margin at the critical buses is presented.
1.3. Contributions
This work focuses on developing a tool for day-ahead reactive power
planning to ensure voltage security in transmission networks. The
ultimate goal is to maximize dynamic reactive power reserve in the
network and to maximize reactive power margin at the critical buses.
More specifically, contributions are made in the following areas:
• Identifying critical contingencies: System operators run
extensive contingency analysis to ensure the security and reli-
ability of the system. In this work, the critical contingencies
in the network were considered during the var scheduling pro-
cess to ensure that the system has enough stability margin
during contingencies. Fast and accurate contingency screening
and ranking has become a requirement for secure operation of
power systems. This is due to market activities, complex con-
trols, and power supply intermittency caused by the integra-
tion of renewable energy sources. The objective of contingency
screening and ranking is to identify the most critical contingen-
cies from a large list of credible contingencies and rank them
according to their severity. Several techniques could be used.
However, their computation complexity and accuracy should
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be considered. This work investigates different voltage stabil-
ity indices to identify the most critical contingency for voltage
control areas (VCA). VCA is a concept proposed to subdivide a
network into multiple sub regions within which reactive power
resources are effective. For each contingency, a critical bus is
identified for each VCA and then various voltage stability in-
dices are computed at these critical buses of the system. VQ
analysis is used to identify a reference set of critical contin-
gencies, which is used to assess the performance of the various
voltage stability indices. The results obtained indicate that the
sensitivity factor index performs best with different networks
under a range of stressing conditions. The results of this work
have been included in a paper published in the proceeding of
the 2019 Grid of the Future Symposium [23] and in the pro-
ceedings of the 2019 North American Power Symposium [24]
• MP-ORPD tool: This thesis proposes an optimization ap-
proach for day-ahead reactive power planning to ensure volt-
age security in transmission networks. The problem is formu-
lated as a voltage secure multi-period optimal reactive power
dispatch (MP-ORPD) problem. The optimization approach
searches for optimal setpoints for dynamic and static reactive
power (var) resources. Formulation of the objective function,
to maximize dynamic reactive power reserve and reactive power
margin at the critical buses, is proposed and discussed in de-
tails. The problem formulation enhances and maximizes the
reactive power at the critical buses with minimum computation
complexity. The proposed algorithm accomplished these objec-
tives by coordinating static and dynamic var resources, while
considering the most critical contingencies in the optimization
problem. Minimizing the reactive power production from gen-
erators maximizes the dynamic reactive power reserve. The
proposed approach was tested on different power networks of
large electric utilities in the Eastern interconnection with vari-
ous time horizons and number of critical contingencies. It was
found that penalizing deviations of the voltage at critical buses
from their upper limit was a practical and computationally ef-
ficient strategy to increase the reactive power margin at critical
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buses. The results of this work have been submitted to IEEE
transaction on power systems [25]
• Reactive power forecast: Power system utilities have reli-
able tools to forecast load active power. Based on the output
of this tool, generation dispatch, unit commitment, and other
planning programs are used to plan for next day. Since only
active power is considered in the energy market to determine
prices/bidding for the following day day, most, if not all, utili-
ties do not have a forecasting tool for reactive power. Although
developing a reliable reactive power forecasting tool is not the
focus of this thesis. In this work, we are analyzing the histor-
ical data of the loads to estimate the reactive power loading
at each PQ-bus at each hour of the day. Analysis of the loads
during different time periods of the day, weekdays, weekends,
holidays, seasonal changes shows that the power factor of the
loads can be estimated with a high accuracy.
1.4. Thesis Outline
The contents of this thesis are organized as follows: Chapter 2 re-
views the reactive power resources and requirements in the power
system. In addition, the lessons learned from previous blackout
events have been discussed. Chapter 3 introduces the notation
and describes the mathematical model used for representing electric
power networks. Chapter 4 presents the concept of voltage control
areas and the identification of critical buses and critical contingen-
cies in the network. Chapter 5 presents the MP-ORPD optimization
problem and the proposed solution algorithm. Chapter 6 introduces
the simulation setup, the reactive power forecasting approach, and
the simulation results. Lastly, Chapter 7 summarizes the work and
suggests future research directions.
2 Literature Review
The aim of this chapter is to provide a review on reactive power
resources. Then, some of the major blackouts that took place as a
result of voltage instability or reactive power shortage are summa-
rized.
2.1. Reactive Power Resources
In transmission systems, reactive power components are defined as
apparatus that are used to regulate the voltage, correct power factor,
and mitigate voltage fluctuations at the load side. Reactive power
components can be categorized into continuous/dynamic and dis-
crete/static components. Dynamic var resources can continuously
regulate the reactive power to control the voltage. Dynamic reac-
tive power resources can respond within about 1 second in case of
synchronous generators/condensers, in a small fraction of a second
in the case of SVC (static var compensator), and in a few cycles in
the case of STATCOM. Shunts devices and transformer tap chang-
ers can vary the branch equivalent impedance stepwise. The power
factor at the interfaces between the transmission and the distribu-
tion grids is required to be preserved close to unity. Therefore, the
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voltage dependency characteristic of the load is out of consideration
in the decision making process. Moreover, switching off transmis-
sion lines is also proposed to alleviate congestion caused in certain
situations [3], which may also affect the reactive power flow in the
grid.
2.1.1. Generator Reactive Power
Synchronous generators are equipped with AVR (automatic voltage
regulator) devices to control the excitation voltage as depicted in
Figure 2.1. The excitation voltage is controlled by regulating the
field current. The generator therefore produces or absorbs the reac-
tive power at the terminal node as required to maintain the terminal
voltage. As shown in Figure 2.2, the reactive power regulation ca-
pability depends on the active power production levels, which is
also known as the generator capability D-curve that limits the to-
tal generator current output by typically considering the heat limits
of components inside the machine [4]. A synchronous condenser is
simply a synchronous generator connected to the power system with
excitation system. There is no governor system, turbine, and rele-
vant components for power conversion, as it does not produce any
active power. The inertia is less for synchronous condenser than
the conventional power plants, due to absence of the turbine. Com-
pared to other reactive power components, the loss and the cost are
much higher than those associated with shunt devices. Their advan-
tage lies in their high short-circuit power contributions. Typically,
the voltage setpoint at the power plant is received from the oper-
ators, and then the excitation voltage is regulated accordingly. In
the voltage control system, the reactive power outputs are defined
as controllers in the optimization process.
Reactive power from generators is costly and increases as the gen-
erator reactive output increases. There are losses in the exciters,
the generator field, and the generator stator that are attributable to
reactive power output. Some studies estimated about a three-year
payback period when shunt devices replace reactor power provided





Figure 2.1: A typical synchronous generator with AVR
by generators. The payback will, of course, depend on how many
var-hours of reactive output occur and also on the pattern of those
var-hours. Because the losses increase with the square of the field
current and the stator current, there will be a longer payback pe-
riod if more of the var-hours involve high reactive output rather
than long hours of lower reactive output. Increased reactive output
during high MW loading will also result in longer payback. Nev-
ertheless, even long hours of more modest reactive power output
can result in enough losses to largely outweigh the cost of shunt
devices. Using shunt devices to keep the reactive output of genera-
tors low will not only reduce generation plant losses but will provide
additional dynamic reactive reserve and thereby reduce the risk of
reactive power shortages following contingencies [4].
2.1.2. Power Electronic Device-Based Compensator
The power electronic device-based compensators, including Static
Var Compensator (SVC) and Static Synchronous Compensator (Stat-
Com), are capable of controlling the voltage magnitude continuously.
Voltage Source Converter based High Voltage Direct Current (VSC-































Stator end-iron heating limit
Figure 2.2: Capability D-curve of a typical synchronous generators
The SVC, Figure 2.3, typically consists of banks of switchable ca-
pacitors or reactors where at least one bank is regulated by semicon-
ductors, like a thyristor. In this configuration, the voltage control
is provided by the capacitor while the thyristor-controlled reactor
(TCR) is to provide smooth control. In order to reduce the sizes
of the components, a step-up transformer is typically used. The
high voltage side of the transformer is therefore controlled by SVC.
The equivalent total admittance connected to the grid is therefore
regulated to achieve the control target. The equivalent maximum
capacitive susceptance can be obtained by controlling the reactive
power of the thyristor-controlled reactor to zero. Similarly, the max-
imum inductive susceptance is achieved by allowing the maximum
reactive power consumption at the reactor while switching off the
capacitor bank.
The StatCom, Figure 2.4, typically comprising of Insulated Gate
Bipolar Transistor (IGBT) devices, regulates the current injection
to control the grid voltage or the reactive power. The IGBT works as
an electronic switch that can either turn on or turn off rapidly. The
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Figure 2.3: Conventional SVC
StatCom is considered as a voltage source converter in the power
system, which consists of a DC side decoupled from the AC system
by the IGBTs. The DC voltage is maintained to be constant. The
StatCom can either inject or absorb the reactive power by shifting
the current phase angle corresponding to the system voltage. It is
carried out by regulating the IGBTs states by switching them at
frequencies in the kilohertz range. Therefore, the response time of
the StatCom to control the voltage is within several milliseconds.
In the StatCom, a Phase Lock Loop (PLL) is required to track the
system voltage angle, with which the three-phase alternative voltage
is converted to direct voltage in the dq-synchronous frame. The
three-phase alternative current is therefore converted and projected
on the voltage dq coordinators where the current is regulated in this
frame to maintain the voltages on the DC side, while controlling the
voltage or reactive power on the AC side.
The reactive power control loop inside VSC-HVDC links is similar to
StatCom. In fact, a VSC-HVDC link controlling the voltage magni-
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Figure 2.4: Static var compensator (StatCom)
tude is often referred to as being “operating in the StatCom mode.”
The difference is that the active power output is also maintained in
VSC-HVDC links while regulating the reactive power outputs. It is
also carried out by controlling the current in the dq-synchronous ro-
tating frame where the current is decomposed to the active and the
reactive currents that are regulated separately. In the AVC system,
similar to the SVC, the StatCom is modelled as power source inject-
ing the reactive power under the constraints. However, it is different
from the SVC, as the reactive power constraints are independent of
the grid voltage. In the case of VSC-HVDC link being operated in
the StatCom mode, the reactive power injection is corresponding to
the active power injection, as the total current should be lower than
the limit that is typically the maximum allowable current flowing
through the power electronic devices.
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2.1.3. Shunt Devices
The passive compensation devices connected in parallel with the
transmission line are called the switched shunt compensators. In
the voltage control system, the shunt compensators are switchable
by breakers. These devices are typically used to adapt to slowly
changing system conditions such as daily and seasonal load cycles
and changes to scheduled transactions. Shunt capacitor banks typi-
cally have lower capital cost than dynamic devices (e.g. synchronous
generators, SVC, etc.), and from a systems point of view, shunt ca-
pacitors are used to provide normal or intact-system voltage support.
To increase their effectiveness, shunt capacitors are located near to
reactive load. By contrast, dynamic reactive resources are used to
adapt to rapidly changing conditions on the transmission system
post-contingencies [4]. Shunt reactors are commonly used when the
system is lightly loaded during night. They are usually needed to
absorb or offset naturally occurring capacitance of transmission lines
or underground cables during light load conditions
2.1.4. Transformer Taps
The on-load tap changer of transformer can adjust the winding ra-
tio in steps between the primary and the secondary sides and then
varies the voltage at the load side [3]. Transformer on-load tap
changers and distribution voltage regulators do not produce reac-
tive energy, but can pull and push vars toward customer load. A
“boost tap change” pulls vars from system source side and pushes
vars toward load. If sufficient reactive energy resources exist at a
system source, a local “boost tap change” will decrease the source
side voltage and vars will flow from the source to the load side. The
additional vars and tap change result in a load side voltage increase.
If the regulator load side voltage is still below schedule, additional
boost tap changes will occur. To maintain scheduled voltage the tap
changer may significantly lower the source side voltage even for a
very small increase in load, especially for constant power loads. If
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additional reactive energy resources are unavailable, reactive energy
supply will not increase. The automatic tap changer will ‘boost’
to the high limit tap to maintain load side scheduled voltage. The
source side voltage may collapse. The above behavior can be mod-
eled with proper dynamic modelling of the loads, transformer taps,
and the other components in the system [4].
2.2. Reactive Power Requirements
In this section, reactive power requirements in the transmission sys-
tem is discussed. There should be enough reactive power supply to
cover the reactive power requirements.
Understanding reactive power absorbed/injected by a transmission
line is important for planning and operation of the power system.
Figure 2.5 depicts the different losses in a line. The term I2Xl
reflects the behavior of the reactive power soaked up by the line
by increasing the line loading as shown in Figure 2.6. Increasing
the line loading increases the line current, if the voltage is fixed,
which then leads to increasing the reactive power I2Xl required by
the line. During contingencies, when the line loading increases, the
increase in the I2Xl will require more nearby reactive power source.
The reactive power injected by line charging from shunt capacitors
is independent of the line loading. The line charging is a function
of the voltage at the terminals of the transmission line. Since the
voltage does not change as much as the line current, the line charging
varies within a narrow range due to the variation in the voltage.
The line loading at which the reactive power absorbed by I2Xl equals
the line charging from the line capacitance is called surge impedance
loading (SIL). Line loading above SIL results in more reactive power
is required by the line in addition to reactive power injected by line
charging. Operating below SIL, the line charging reactive power
exceeds the reactive power absorbed by I2Xl and then the excess
reactive power will flow out of the line into the system. Today most








Figure 2.5: Transmission line π-model
lines operate well above SIL during the high load conditions that
are the focus of most planning and operating studies, and many are
above SIL under low load conditions. Capacitor banks are usually
located at both sides of transmission line to supply the reactive
power required by the line during high loading conditions. During
light loading conditions, shunt reactors can be inserted at the line
terminal to absorb the excess reactive power from line charging is
the line loading is below the SIL of the line.
Transformers, like transmission lines, have series reactance and thus
absorb reactive power I2X and contribute to voltage drop. To re-
duce power flow through transformers and transmission lines, it is
always a good practice to not ship reactive power through power
transformers and long transmission lines. Capacitor banks are usu-
ally placed on close to the load center
2.3. Lessons Learned From Blackouts
In this section, the previous blackout events that occurred related to
voltage stability and shortage of reactive power are reviewed. The
electrical power grid that powers Northern America is divided into
multiple wide area synchronous grids, the Eastern interconnection
and the Western interconnection are the largest. The three most





















Figure 2.6: Line charging and line I2Xl as a function of the line current
I
tions, i.e., July 2, 1996 and August 10, 1996 in the Western intercon-
nection and August 14, 2003 in the Eastern interconnection, have
distinct similarities in the development of cascading events leading
finally to fast collapse [26].
The cascading development of the three blackouts followed a fa-
miliar general pattern. During all these events, system operators
were unable to correctly evaluate the amount of reactive power re-
serve available in the system. The events all occurred when the
system was stressed, and lines were overloaded. Failing to provide
reactive power support locally to maintain voltages leads to more
deterioration in the system voltage and more loading on the lines.
The reactive power from capacitor banks is unreliable during this
situation as it depends on the voltage magnitude. In summary, the
pre-contingency system conditions were stressed system due to over-
loading, overloaded lines, and more importantly overestimation of
reactive power reserve available in the system.
A series of initial outages of transmission lines and generators, due
to several reasons (e.g. line tripped as a result of sagging into a tree
[2], trip due to undervoltage relay, etc.) weakened the power system.
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The resulting voltage deterioration in the system, as the collapse
scenario progresses, directly leads to key generators in critical areas
tripping out as they hit their over-excitation limits. Low voltages
to critical plant auxiliaries also result in generator plant shutdowns
by over-excitation relays [26]. The conclusion can be reached that
the 14 August 2003 collapse resulted from system overloading that
led to voltage deterioration in the system and consequently a fast
collapse, similar to 2 July 1996.
The only way out of this situation is supplying reactive power from
dynamic or static var resources locally. In general, the reactive
power should be supplied locally, and it should not be transferred
over the transmission line to support to support neighboring area.
3 Power Network Model
In this chapter, the mathematical model used for representing power
transmission networks is presented. This model assumes that trans-
mission networks are symmetrical and balanced. Therefore, a net-
work is treated as single-phase, and each transmission element is
represented as a lumped-circuit line model (π-model) [1] [27]. A
typical power network is modeled as a graph of P = (N ,L ) where
N = {1, . . . , n} and L ⊆ N ×N denote the set of buses and set of
branches, respectively. Branches in power networks can be transmis-
sion lines, transformers, tap changers, or phase shifters. Generators,
loads, and shunt devices are connected to these buses. To keep the
model simple, it is assumed that each bus has exactly one of each
of these components connected to it.
3.1. Buses
Each bus k ∈ N carries a sinusoidal voltage of magnitude vk ∈ R and
phase angle θk ∈ R. Typically, one of the buses with a generator
connected to it, bus s ∈ N , is chosen as a slack/swing bus. The
function of this bus is to provide a reference angle with respect to
















Figure 3.1: Unified branch model [1]
are partitioned into the set R ⊂ N of voltage regulated buses and
the set U ⊂ N of voltage unregulated buses. The voltage magnitude
of the regulated buses can be maintained fixed or regulated at some
set point by generators with the capability of adjusting their reactive
power. For each k ∈ R, vtk ∈ R denotes the set point for the voltage
magnitude at bus k. The desired range of the voltage magnitude of
system buses is given by
vk ≤ vk ≤ vk, (3.1)
where vk, vk ∈ R++.
3.2. Branches
Each branch (k,m) ∈ L is represented by the model given in Figure
3.1. This model is used to develop the power flow equations regard-
less of the side on which the tap is located [1]. The series and shunt
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admittance of a branch are given by
ykm : = gkm + jbkm = ye
jφ ∈ C, (3.2a)




km ∈ C, (3.2b)




mk ∈ C, (3.2c)
where gkm and bkm denote the series conductance and susceptance,
respectively, y denotes the series admittance of the branch, φ denotes
the phase angle of the series admittance of the branch, gshkm and gshmk
denote the shunt conductance and bshkm and bshmk denote the shunt
susceptance, and j denotes the imaginary unit. Transformer turns
ratios, which are unity for non-transformer branches, are given by
tkm := akme
jϑkm ∈ C, (3.3a)
tmk := amke
jϑmk ∈ C, (3.3b)
where akm, amk ∈ R++ denote the magnitude of the tap ratio and
ϑkm, ϑmk ∈ R denote the phase shift angle of a phase-shifting trans-
former, respectively. Phase-shifting transformers are used to control
active power flow by adjusting the phase shift angle [1]. Load tap
changing transformers allow adjusting the turns ratio magnitude for
improving voltage profiles and reducing power transmission losses
[27] [28]. The limits of the transformer tap ratios are given by:
akm ≤ akm ≤ akm, amk ≤ amk ≤ amk, (3.4)
where akm, akm, amk, amk ∈ R++ denote the upper and lower limits
of the magnitude of the transformer tap ratios.









The branch current ikm ∈ C leaving bus k towards bus m is given
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by the expression
















jθk − t∗kmtmkykmvmejθm , (3.6b)
where ∗ denotes the complex conjugate.
The branch apparent power flow Skm ∈ C from bus k towards bus
m is given by
Skm : = vke
jθki∗km (3.7a)
= Pkm + jQkm, (3.7b)
where Pkm, Qkm ∈ R denote the branch active and reactive power
flow from bus k towards bus m, respectively, which are given by








− akmamkvkvmy cosϕkm (3.8a)




− akmamkvkvmy sinϕkm, (3.8b)
where ϕkm ∈ R is given by
ϕkm = θk − θm + ϑkm − ϑmk − φ, (3.9)
and ϕmk ∈ R is given by similar expression that is obtained by
interchanging k and m in Equation (3.9).












= Pl + jQl, (3.10b)
where Pl, Ql ∈ R denote the active and reactive power loss in the
series admittance of the branch, respectively, which are given by








mgkm − akmamkvkvmy (cosϕkm + cosϕmk)
(3.11a)
Ql : = −a2kmv2kbkm − a2mkv2mbkm − akmamkvkvmy (sinϕkm + sinϕmk) .
(3.11b)
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3.3. Shunt Devices
Shunt devices are used for reactive power compensation to improve
the voltage profiles of a power system. Modelling of the shunt de-
vices in the network equations is straightforward. The admittance






where gshk , bshk ∈ R are conductance and susceptance, respectively.
The shunt active and reactive power flows are given by




k ∈ R, (3.13a)
Qshk = −bshk v2k ∈ R. (3.13b)
Shunt devices can be fixed or switched shunts. A system operator
can switch on/off the fixed shunts as required. On the other hand,
switched shunts are switched on/off to regulate the voltage of the
controlled bus within pre-specified limit. The susceptance values bshk
of a switched shunt form a discrete set [27]. Limits for the shunt
susceptance values are given by
bk ≤ bshk ≤ bk, (3.14)
where bk, bk ∈ R.
3.4. Generators And Loads
A generators connected to bus k ∈ N injects active power P gk ∈ R
and reactive power Qgk ∈ R. Similarly, a load connected to bus
k ∈ N consumes active power P lk ∈ R and reactive power Qlk ∈ R
[27].
The active power of all generators, except for slack generators, are
fixed values and are determined by an optimal power flow program
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to minimize generation cost in the system. A Generator adjusts
its reactive power output to regulate the voltage magnitude of its
controlled bus. The limits of the generator connected at bus k ∈ N
are given by
P k ≤ P
g
k ≤ P k, (3.15a)
Q
k
≤ Qgk ≤ Qk, (3.15b)
where P k, P k, Qk, Qk ∈ R.
3.5. Power Balance Constraints
Electric power networks obey the law of conservation of power: at
every bus, the net sum of power injected is zero [27]. Therefore, the
power flow constraints are given by
P gk − P
l
k − gshk v2k −
∑
m∈N










Qkm = 0, ∀k ∈ N . (3.16b)
Equation (3.16) is commonly referred to as the active and reactive
power mismatches at bus k, respectively [1] [29]. To solve the power
flow equations, reference phase angle should be assigned to slack
bus (or any other bus, but the convention is to assign the reference
phase angle for the slack bus). Thus, the phase angle of the voltage
at the slack bus is given by:
θs = 0, (3.17)
where the subscript s is for the slack bus. The value of the reference
phase angle can be any value, not necessarily 0. The active power
generation of all generators in the network, except slack generators,
are known. Some generators produce a fixed amount of reactive
power, and thus these generators are connected to PQ-buses. On
the contrary, generators regulating the voltage of remote/terminal
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bus are connected to PV -buses. The unknown active and reactive
powers of the slack generator (bus s) appear linearly in the power
flow constraints and values for them can be obtained easily after
values for the other variables are known.
4 Voltage Stability Indices
Fast and accurate contingency screening and ranking has become a
requirement for secure operation of power systems. This is due to
market activities, complex controls, and power supply intermittency
caused by the integration of renewable energy sources. The objec-
tive of contingency screening and ranking is to identify the most
critical contingencies from a large list of credible contingencies and
rank them according to their severity. Several techniques could be
used. However, their computation complexity and accuracy should
be considered. This chapter investigates different voltage stability
indices to identify the most critical contingency for voltage control
areas (VCA). VCA is a concept proposed to subdivide a network
into multiple sub regions within which reactive power resources are
effective. For each contingency, a critical bus is identified for each
VCA and then various voltage stability indices are computed at
these critical buses of the system. VQ analysis is used to identify
a reference set of critical contingencies, which is used to assess the
performance of the various voltage stability indices. A comparison
is made between five different voltage stability indices: sensitivity
factor index (SFI), tangent vector index (TVI), fast voltage stability
index (FVSI), voltage reactive power index (VQI), and voltage col-
lapse prediction index (VCPI). The definitions of these indices are
adjusted to be associated with a single VCA as opposed to the entire
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system. The performance of the voltage stability indices is evaluated
on three different networks: IEEE 300-bus, synthetic 2000-bus, and
Polish 2746-bus networks. Three criteria are used to compare the
performance of the voltage stability indices: profile under stressed
conditions, computation complexity, and ability to identify the most
critical contingency for each VCA. The results obtained indicate that
the sensitivity factor index performs best with different networks un-
der a range of stressing conditions.
4.1. Introduction
Reactive power resources are important for maintaining adequate
voltage levels and system voltage stability. However, transferring
reactive power over long distances in power grids can incur losses
that make it costly and ineffective. Identifying zones of the network
within which available reactive resources are effective for voltage
control is important for monitoring and, maintaining adequate volt-
age control capability, and for improving system reliability. EPRI
has developed and implemented a methodology and software to iden-
tify voltage control areas (VCA) in transmission networks [30]. The
concept of electrical distance paired with clustering techniques are
used to identify VCA partitions for a given set of network topologies
and system operating conditions. The VCA approach is useful in
assessing reactive reserve adequacy throughout the system, finding
regions with deficient reactive power support or prone to voltage
instability, and identifying effective mitigation or control actions to
move the system back to secure operation condition and increase
reactive power margin. Various metrics are used in the VCA ap-
proach to evaluate reactive power reserve adequacy in each VCA
for maintaining voltage stability and security. The voltage security
method measures reactive reserve adequacy by its ability to restore
voltage to an acceptable level after a branch or generator contin-
gency. This is contrasted with the voltage stability method, which
measures reactive reserve adequacy to ensure voltage stability even
during the most severe contingency. Clearly, it is necessary to iden-
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tify the most critical contingency from a list of given contingencies
in order to properly evaluate voltage stability metrics. Practically,
the methodology to rank contingencies based on their severity and
identify the most critical one needs to also be accurate and compu-
tationally efficient. Several methods and indices have been proposed
in the literature for this purpose [31], [32], [33]. This chapter inves-
tigates various voltage stability indices (VSI) that can be used to
identify the most critical contingency for a VCA. The performance
of the VSIs is tested based on their ability to recognize the most
critical contingency under a variety of system conditions. VQ anal-
ysis is used as a benchmark for measuring the accuracy, in terms
of contingency ranking and identification, of the other techniques.
Execution time for computing VSIs is another factor considered to
compare the indices and select the best option for VCA reactive re-
serve analysis. Five VSIs are analyzed in this chapter: sensitivity
factor index (SFI), tangent vector index (TVI), fast voltage stabil-
ity index (FVSI), voltage reactive power index (VQI), and voltage
collapse prediction index (VCPI). The definitions of these indices
are adjusted in this work to be associated with a single VCA as
opposed to the entire system. The performance of the voltage sta-
bility indices is evaluated on three different networks: IEEE 300-bus,
synthetic 2000-bus, and Polish 2746-bus networks.
4.2. Voltage Stability Contingency Screening And
Ranking For VCA Approach
Figure 4.1 shows a flow chart of the proposed approach to identify
the most critical contingency in each VCA. For each contingency, the
critical bus for each VCA is first identified. In this work, the bus
with the highest ∂vk/∂Qk in each VCA is considered as the critical
bus. This is a well-known characteristic of the power flow Jacobean
at the nose point [34], [35], [36]. The next step is calculating the
VSI at the critical bus for each VCA. Finally, the contingencies are
sorted and the most critical one is identified for each VCA. Unsolved
contingencies are flagged for further analysis.
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Figure 4.1: Flow chart of voltage stability contingency screening and
ranking for VCA
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4.3. VQ Analysis
VQ analysis is used as a reference to compare between different volt-
age stability indices. VQ analysis can determine the reactive power
margin (Qmin), which is the negative of the minimum reactive power
value of the VQ curve [36] at all buses of the network. Under differ-
ent contingencies, the reactive power margin of the buses affected by
the contingencies changes. The critical contingency with the min-
imum margin can then be identified. To perform VQ analysis, a
fictitious synchronous condenser is placed at the bus that is being
studied. Power flow is used to solve the base case, where no reactive
power is absorbed or injected by the synchronous condenser. Then,
the scheduled voltage of the synchronous condenser is varied gradu-
ally, and the reactive power output of the synchronous condenser is
recorded. Finally, the VQ curve is plotted such that the horizontal
axis represents the bus voltage and the vertical axis depicts the re-
active power output of the synchronous condenser. Negative margin
indicates that a reactive power deficiency exists at this bus, and this
amount of reactive power is needed to come out of voltage collapse.
Positive margin refers to the maximum reactive power loading at
this bus before voltage collapse. Figure 4.2 depicts VQ curves for
stable (a) and unstable case (b). In the case of contingency screen-
ing, VQ analysis is computationally expensive; as for each VQ curve,
multiple power flow solutions are required. In this work, screening
and ranking of contingencies using different voltage stability indices
is compared with the results of the VQ analysis to select the best
voltage stability index.
4.4. Voltage Stability Indices
Several voltage stability indices have been proposed to quantify
proximity to the voltage collapse point. The selection of voltage
stability index to be used depends on its computational complexity
and its ability to identify the same critical contingency identified








































































Figure 4.2: VQ curve, (a) stable case, (b) unstable case
by VQ analysis. The indices described below are selected from the
literature based on their computation complexity.
4.4.1. Voltage Sensitivity Factor
Voltage sensitivity factor is a well-known index used by several util-
ity companies to detect voltage stability problems and to predict
voltage control problems [35], [37], [38] . The sensitivity factor in-
dex (SFI ) of a VCA is defined here as the reciprocal of the voltage




As bus k in the VCA approaches the bottom of the VQ curve, the
SFI becomes very small and approaches zero. Figure 4.3 illustrates
the concept of the SFI, which is the slope of the VQ curve at the
intersection with the x-axis. When the reactive power margin is































operating point = SFI
Figure 4.3: VQ curve and sensitivity factors index
reduced, the value of the SFI is also reduced. If the reactive power
margin for all contingencies is large, the SFI may be unable to rank
these contingencies. SFI works well when the bottom of the VQ
curve is close to the x-axis. In other words, it works best when the
critical contingencies have a small reactive power margin.
4.4.2. Voltage-Reactive Power Index
The Voltage-Reactive power index (VQI) is introduced in [39] to de-
termine voltage stability at each line, and to predict system voltage
collapse. The VQI for a VCA is defined here as follows:




, ∀(k,m) ∈ L
}
, (4.2)
where L is the set of branches connected to the critical bus of a
VCA. Once the VQI approaches unity, the voltage stability limit is
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reached.
4.4.3. Tangent Vector Index
The Tangent Vector Index (TVI) is proposed in [40] and it is the
reciprocal of the voltage sensitivity of the critical bus with respect to
load variation. This index is computationally inexpensive, as it can
be computed at a maximum cost of one additional Newton-Raphson
iteration [35]. The TVI for a VCA can be defined from the power










where λ represents the load increase factor at all buses except the
slack bus, J denotes the power flow Jacobean matrix, P and Q are




where k is the critical bus of a VCA. As the collapse point is ap-
proached, dvk/dλ→∞ and hence, TV I → 0.
4.4.4. Fast Voltage Stability Index
In [41], the FVSI is derived based on voltage collapse under contin-
gency condition as given by the following equation:




, ∀(k,m) ∈ L
}
. (4.5)
where L is the set of branches connected to the critical bus of a
VCA, Zkm and xkm are line impedance and reactance, respectively,
Qm is the reactive power at the receiving end, and vk is the sending
end voltage. For stable operation, the magnitude of the FVSI should
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be less than 1 for each VCA. Reactive power loading of a line is an
important factor for voltage stability. Therefore, a large amount of
line reactive power transfer with low sending end voltage results in
a larger FVSI and indicates that voltage collapse is near.
4.4.5. Voltage Collapse Prediction Index
The VCPI is proposed in [42] to predict voltage collapse in a power
system. Computation of this index requires the system admittance

















and Y denotes the admittance matrix of the network. VCPI varies
from zero during normal operation to one at voltage collapse.
4.5. Results
Three criteria are used to compare the performance of the different
VSIs, in the following order:
1. Identification of the most critical contingency at each VCA,
2. Profile of the VSI under stressed conditions, and
3. Computational complexity.
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Table 4.1: Number of VCAs in each network




The performance of the VSIs is evaluated using different test net-
works and under different loading conditions. PFNET [43] was used
to implement and test the VSIs. In this section, the results of the
Polish 2746-bus, synthetic 2000-bus, and the IEEE 300-bus networks
are presented. Table 4.1 shows the number of VCAs used in each
network.
4.5.1. Critical Contingency Identification
To find the most critical contingency in each VCA, randomly se-
lected N -3 contingencies are generated and applied to the networks.
The performance of the VSIs is evaluated to find the critical con-
tingency in each VCA. N -3 contingencies are selected to signifi-
cantly stress the network and produce meaningful results. As previ-
ously mentioned, voltage instability starts locally and then spreads
throughout the network. Therefore, some additional weight is given
to the VSI that most often succeeded in identifying the critical con-
tingency in the critical VCA. The identification accuracy of a VSI
can be defined as the percentage of VCAs for which the most critical
contingency is correctly identified. As described earlier, the correct
critical contingency is identified by QV analysis. Figure 4.4 shows a
comparison of the identification accuracy of the VSIs. Clearly, the
sensitivity factor was the most accurate of the VSIs. FVSI and VQI
have similar profiles and accuracies. For some cases, the Q margins
for critical contingencies are approximately the same. Therefore,
the ability of VSIs to correctly identify the top three most critical
contingencies is also considered. The identification accuracy is mea-
sured as the average percentage of number of top-3 most critical
contingencies identified for each VCA. Figure 4.5 shows the accu-
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Table 4.2: The execution time (in minutes) of calculating the VSIs
Network VQ FVSI VQI VCPI SFI TVI
Polish 2746-bus 113.2 12.10 12.15 12.9 12.0 33.6
Synthetic 2000-bus 1826.1 19.18 19.34 21.5 18.5 42.4













































Polish 2746-bus Synthetic 2000-bus IEEE 300-bus
Figure 4.4: Accuracy of VSIs for identifying the most critical contingency
for each VCA
racy of the VSIs when identifying the top three contingencies for
each VCA. Execution time of each VSI for all VCAs and all con-
tingencies is reported in Table 4.2. All VSIs had low computation
time compared to VQ analysis. The time reported in Table 4.2 is
the total time required to execute the flow chart of Figure 4.1.
4.5.2. Profile Of The VSI Under Stressed Conditions
It is important to test the robustness and performance of the volt-
age stability indices under stressed conditions. The profile of some


















































Polish 2746-bus Synthetic 2000-bus IEEE 300-bus
Figure 4.5: Accuracy of VSIs for identifying the top three critical contin-
gencies for each VCA
VSIs near the collapse point becomes highly nonlinear and, in this
case, may become less useless for identifying critical contingencies
when the system is near the voltage collapse point. To evaluate
this, the loading at selected critical buses is increased, and the
value of the VSIs are recorded. Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7 show
the VSIs as a function of system loading. VQI and FVSI have the
same profiles. As shown in Equation (4.5) on page 34 and Equa-
tion (4.2) on page 33, both indices are the same if X  R of the line
impedance. This is typically true for high voltage transmission net-
works. With increased loading, the reactive power margin is reduced
until it reaches zero and the system becomes unstable. The profile
of the VSIs vary with the system loading. Theoretically, VQI, FVSI,
and VCIP change from zero during stable system to one at voltage
collapse. In Figure 4.6, the value of VQI and FVSI exceed one near
collapse point, and are small near the collapse point in case of IEEE
300-bus network, as shown in Figure 4.7. VCPI increases gradually
and its value near the collapse point is small. In this case, the value

















































Loading at critical bus in MVA
Qmin FVSI VQI VCPI TVI SFI
Figure 4.6: VSIs at bus number 1011, Synthetic 2000-bus network
these VSIs reach one or after. SFI approaches zero as the loading
is increased and the system is closer to the voltage collapse point.
TVI changes gradually and then the value starts to drop near the
collapse point.
4.6. Summary
This chapter presents a comparative study of the performance of
some voltage stability indices for identifying critical contingencies
of VCAs. The results and application of these indices on IEEE
300-bus, synthetic 2000-bus, and the Polish 2746-bus networks are
reported. For each contingency, the critical bus for each VCA is rec-
ognized and then the voltage stability indices are computed at these
critical buses. VQ analysis is considered as a reference for com-
parison between different voltage stability indices for contingency
ranking and selection. Three criteria are used to compare between
the voltage stability indices: the performance under stressed condi-














































Qmin FVSI VQI VCPI TVI SFI
Figure 4.7: VSIs at bus number 9042, IEEE 300-bus network
tions, the computational complexity, and the ability to recognize the
most critical contingency for each VCA. The results obtained indi-
cate that the sensitivity factor index performs better under different
stress conditions and networks compared to other indices.
For the rest of this thesis, critical buses and contingencies within
each VCA are determined by the voltage sensitivity factor. The
importance of this step is to filter out the contingencies and consider
only the most critical ones when finding the optimized operating
points.
5 Optimal Reactive Power Dispatch
This chapter starts by reviewing the existing reactive power dis-
patch scheme followed by proposing multi-period voltage-secure op-
timal reactive power dispatch (MP-ORPD) approach. This scheme
is based on transmission system utilities in the eastern interconnec-
tion of the US where conventional synchronous generators are still
the main source of active power in the network. The proposed MP-
ORPD is designed to improve voltage stability margin of the network
and also considers the most critical contingencies while planning for
next day.
5.1. State-Of-The-Art
Due to various market and environmental reasons, power systems
have typically been operated under stress and close to their limits,
especially their voltage stability limit. This has contributed to sev-
eral wide-scale blackouts in the past [2]. The foreseeable increased
penetration of renewable energy sources (RES) will inevitably in-
crease the complexity of safely operating power system due to the
resulting fluctuations in power flow [3]. System operators are there-
fore required to keep the heavily-stressed system stable and secure
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even under critical contingencies. To achieve this goal, the system
must be operated with an adequate voltage stability margin through
proper scheduling of reactive power (var) sources. Typically, var re-
sources are scheduled using automatic voltage control (AVC).
Var resources can be mainly divided into two categories: dynamic
and static [4]. Dynamic var resources can quickly and continuously
change their MVAr output regardless of their terminal voltage level.
Therefore, these sources can increase their reactive power produc-
tion when the voltage tends to drop preventing voltage collapse.
Dynamic var resources include synchronous generators/condensers
and flexible AC transmission system (FACTS) devices. Static var
resources cannot change quickly their reactive power output. In ad-
dition, their reactive power output drops when their terminal voltage
level drops. Static var resources include shunt devices (e.g, capaci-
tor banks and switchable reactors), and tap-changing transformers
[4].
To operate the power system safely at any given time, a proper
combination of dynamic and static var resources should be sched-
uled. Since dynamic var resources have a fast and reliable response,
which is critical during contingencies, it is desirable to reserve more
reactive power from these resources. In other words, the reactive
power produced by dynamic var resources should be minimized dur-
ing normal operation, such that there will be enough reactive power
reserved to respond to contingencies. The amount of dynamic re-
active power reserve is a measure of the degree of voltage stability
in a network. In fact, the Bonneville Power Administration (BPA)
considers reactive reserves at major generation plants a critical in-
dicator of voltage security [5]. On the other hand, static var devices
are not always capable of producing reactive power, and their abil-
ity to produce reactive power declines when the terminal voltage
drops. During normal operation, static var devices can supply re-
active power that is controlled in a discrete fashion. In the case
of switching capacitors and reactors, they are either on or off. It
is desirable to minimize the on/off switching actions of static var
resources to reduce the maintenance cost.
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Various methods have been proposed to schedule var resources in a
system. The existing AVC in different countries typically applies a
three-level hierarchical structure. The response time varies at each
hierarchical level as follows: (1) primary voltage regulation (PVR)
with a response time from several milliseconds to seconds; (2) sec-
ondary voltage regulation (SVR) with a response time of several
minutes; and (3) tertiary voltage regulation (TVR) with a response
time that varies from 15 minutes to 60 minutes [3]. Some utility
companies in the United States deploy only the PVR. In this case,
switching of the capacitor banks and reactors is adjusted manually
based on the loading conditions of the system. In relatively small
systems, such as in Switzerland [6] and Denmark [3], a coordinated
AVC is favoured where the control center dispatches set points to
all assigned components. The goal is to minimize the overall cost
while maintaining voltage at appropriate level all buses. Hence, the
control center incorporates the functions of both SVR and TVR.
Switching shunts and transformer taps are controlled to allow syn-
chronous generators to reserve their reactive power regulation ca-
pacity for transient contingency situations.
The existing AVC schemes schedule the available var resources in a
network to minimize the cost of losses and to keep the voltage at
all buses within an acceptable range. However, the existing AVC
schemes do not attempt to minimize the drop in bus voltage levels
due to contingencies. The existing AVC schemes do not optimize
the system over a period of time while considering various critical
contingencies at different time periods. Furthermore, they ignore
technical limitations of switching static var compensators. In this
work, a voltage-secure multi-period optimal reactive power dispatch
(MP-ORPD) will be proposed and discussed in detail. The major
outcome of this work is a problem formulation and a solution algo-
rithm for optimizing day-ahead reactive power planning without the
limitations of existing AVC schemes.
The MP-ORPD problem includes both continuous and discrete vari-
ables. Therefore, this problem can be formulated as a mixed-integer
nonlinear programming (MINLP) problem. However, MINLP prob-
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lems are NP-hard [7], and hence its computational complexity forces
the use of practical heuristics. Different commercial power sys-
tems software treat the MINLP problems as nonlinear programming
(NLP) [8] problems. Typically, the discrete variables are initially
treated as continuous, and then their values are rounded to their
closest feasible discrete values, and finally the problem is solved
again by keeping the discrete variables fixed. This rounding ap-
proach can lead to infeasible solutions, especially if the number of
discrete variables is large.
Another challenge presented by the MP-ORPD problem is that its
size increases with increasing the number of critical contingencies
and time periods. Hence, an efficient solution algorithm is required
to minimize the computation time and to improve the tractability
of the problem, especially for real large-scale power systems. Sev-
eral studies have suggested solution algorithms for multi-period opti-
mization problems similar to the MP-ORPD problem. [5, 12, 13, 14]
suggested using the Benders decomposition technique to partition
the optimization problem into smaller subproblems. The Benders
decomposition method was originally proposed in [15] for linear pro-
gramming problems with special block structure and complicating
variables that prevent solving the problem by blocks such as those
that involve multiple scenarios that arise in stochastic programming
[14]. The same concept was then generalized for nonlinear program-
ming in [16]. However, the generalized Benders decomposition may
fail to converge if one of the subproblems is infeasible [17]. In [3],
rolling process approach was proposed to handle a problem similar
to the MP-ORPD without considering any contingencies. However,
this approach limits the number of time period that can be included
since the tractability of the problem becomes questionable with in-
creased time periods. Heuristic search methods including evolution-
ary algorithms and particle swarm optimization approaches have
also been proposed in [18, 19]. Tuning the parameters of the heuris-
tic search methods have a large impact on optimization performance.
To overcome shortcomings of the aforementioned algorithms, this
work proposes a new solution algorithm that can handle the size of
the MP-ORPD problem, and the challenge associated with round-
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ing discrete variables. A consensus-based decomposition technique
is used to partition the MP-ORPD problem into a set of smaller sub-
problems that can be solved independently and in parallel, in order
to solve the problem for the intrinsically large real-world power net-
works in a reasonable time. The discrete variables are treated as
a continuous while adding a penalty term to the objective function
to encourage the continuous variables to be close to valid discrete
values.
Some utility companies monitor the reactive power margin as a mea-
sure of voltage stability at a set of critical buses in the system to
ensure that there will be enough reactive power margin in case of
contingencies [2]. It is desired to increase the reactive power margin
at these critical buses in addition to maximizing the dynamic reac-
tive power available from synchronous generators. Different studies
have suggested adding a voltage stability constraint to the optimiza-
tion problem to search for a solution that maximizes the stability of
the system. In [20], minimum singular value of the power flow Jaco-
bian matrix is included as a voltage stability constraint. However,
this approach requires an iterative process to satisfy the required
voltage stability margin. [21] proposes adding a constraint that as-
sures that the power flow Jacobian is non-singular. This constraint
requires forming the impedance matrix of the system, which requires
a large memory space. In [22], a constraint based on the L-index
coefficient is used. All of the approaches mentioned above require
extensive offline studies to determine the threshold of the voltage
stability margin [20, 21, 22]. In addition, these approaches are com-
putationally expensive even for a single-period problem which means
adapting these approaches for the MP-ORPD will be intractable. In
this work, a simpler but more efficient approach to increase the re-
active power margin at the critical buses is presented.
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5.2. Problem Formulation
Dynamic reactive power reserve is important to sustain the voltage
within limits during contingencies. As mentioned in Section 2.3,
voltage instability in the system starts locally due to voltage de-
terioration and shortage of reactive power. Thus, the system can
be clustered into different areas and the most critical bus within
each area is monitored. The reactive power margin of the critical
buses should be enough during critical contingencies, otherwise the
system operator should adjust the control setting to do so. The
concept of the VCA, introduced in Chapter 4, is used to divide the
network into areas and identify the critical bus within each area us-
ing voltage sensitivities. This methodology was implemented in the
EPRI-VCA tool.
The process for day-ahead var schedule planning is shown in Fig-
ure 5.1. The objective of this process is to schedule var resources
such that there will be enough dynamic reactive power reserve and
reactive power margin at the critical buses under the most critical
contingencies in the network. Active and reactive power forecast-
ing at substation level, generation schedule, network topology, set
of critical contingencies and critical buses at different time periods,
and outage schedule are required as inputs. The critical contingen-
cies and critical buses in a network can be identified by means of bus
voltage sensitivity, as described in details in Chapter 4 on page 27
and in our previously published work [23]. The output from the
day-ahead var schedule planning algorithm is the optimal schedule
of static and dynamic var resources. Specifically, the output includes
set-points for switching shunts, transformer taps, and voltage mag-
nitudes at the regulated buses.
Optimal coordination between static and dynamic var resources is
formulated here in a MP-ORPD problem. The control variables in
this problem are the voltage magnitude at the regulated buses, the
susceptance of the switching shunts, and the values of the trans-
former taps ratios. The state variables are the voltage magnitude
at non-regulated buses, voltage phase angles of all buses, and the
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Optimal schedule of static 
















Figure 5.1: Process for day-ahead var schedule planning.
reactive power of all generators. More specifically, the problem is










subject to h(xct , u
c
t) ≤ 0, ∀c ∈ Ct, ∀t ∈ T, (5.1b)
uct = u
0
t , ∀c ∈ Ct, ∀t ∈ T, (5.1c)∑
t∈T
| u0t,i − u0t−1,i | ≤ ui, ∀i ∈ U, (5.1d)
uct,i ∈ Z, ∀i ∈ U, ∀c ∈ Ct, ∀t ∈ T, (5.1e)
where x is the set of system state variables, u is the set of control
variables, and Ct = {0, 1, 2, . . . } is the set of critical contingency
indices for each time period t, c = 0 represents the system without
any contingencies, T is the set of time periods, ui is the maximum
allowable number of switching actions of control i over the time
horizon, and U denotes the set of indices of controls that correspond
to the discrete variables, i.e. shunts susceptance and transformer
taps ratios.
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5.2.1. Constraints
The constraints of the problem are equality constraints, which repre-
sent the power balance equations per contingency per time period;
and inequality constraints, which represent the generator reactive
powers limits, thermal loading limits, and voltage magnitude lim-
its. The coupling constraint (5.1c) enforces consensus of the control
variables for the same time period.
The static reactive power devices considered as controlled variables
in the MP-ORPD model are shunt capacitor/reactors and trans-
former tap changers that are remotely controlled by system operator.
Those devices do not operate in automatic control mode respond-
ing to voltage variations on monitored buses. Thus, if they were
to be used for post-contingency control, the operator would need
to switch them right after the contingency occurs. Most reliability
standards dictate that manual intervention by the system operator
should not be considered in voltage stability assessment and im-
provement, because manual remote control may not be fast enough
to avoid voltage instability. Therefore, in the proposed MP-ORPD
approach, shunt devices and transformer tap changers are considered
as pre-contingency control actions, and as such are fixed for any of
considered contingencies. Therefore, the optimization problem re-
quires finding preventive control actions u0t that ensure the security
of the system during contingencies. The time-coupling constraint
(5.1d) coordinates the operation of the static var resources to limit
the number of set point changes over the time horizon. An illustra-
tion of the problem constraints and their coupling for the case of one
contingency is shown in Figure 5.2. The MP-ORPD problem (5.1)
has a special block structure with coupling constraints link between
different blocks. If the coupling constraints are removed, the blocks
are decoupled. This key problem will be exploited by the solution
algorithm described next.















































Figure 5.2: Constraints of the optimization problem.
5.3. Proposed Solution
As shown in the optimization problem (5.1) and Figure 5.2, the
number of constraints and variables increases with the addition of
contingency cases and time periods. Hence, the size of the optimiza-
tion problem increases significantly and its solution becomes compu-
tationally expensive. To deal with this complexity, the problem can
be decomposed into different subproblems, where each subproblem
represents a scenario or a contingency case for a single time period.











subject to h(xct , u
c
t) ≤ 0, ∀c ∈ Ct, ∀t ∈ T, (5.2b)
yt,i = zt,i, ∀i ∈ U, ∀t ∈ T, (5.2c)
uct = yt, ∀c ∈ Ct, ∀t ∈ T, (5.2d)∑
t∈T
| zt,i − zt−1,i | ≤ ui, ∀i ∈ U, (5.2e)
zt,i ∈ Z, ∀i ∈ U, ∀t ∈ T, (5.2f)
where yt are referred to as consensus control variables between the
base case and all contingencies at t, and zt represent the discrete
control variables that are limited by the time coupling constraints.
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We propose to use the l1 and l2 penalty functions to replace the





















| yt,i − zt,i |
]
(5.3a)
subject to (5.2b), (5.2e), (5.2f),
where γt are penalty parameters that control the consensus between
the control variables uct and the consensus controls yt, α is a penalty
parameter that encourages the consensus controls to be close to a
valid discrete controls that are feasible with respect to the time
coupling constraints.
Problem (5.3) can be decomposed into T subproblems if the vari-
ables zt are fixed. Each of these subproblems can in turn be decom-
posed into | Ct | subproblems if the consensus control y are fixed.
We propose to solve this problem in two stages. The first stage
(inner algorithm) ignores the time coupling constraint by fixing the
discrete variable z and solving for all time periods with respect to x,
u, and y. Then, the second stage (outer algorithm) fixes x, u, and
y and optimize over z to enforce the limit on the discrete control
changes over the time horizon. Convergence is achieved by the inner
and outer algorithms by updating the penalty parameters γt and α,
respectively.
5.3.1. Inner Algorithm
In the inner algorithm, the problem is decomposed into T subprob-
lems by fixing the variable z. The problem for time period t can be



















| yt,i − zt,i | (5.4a)
subject to h(xct , u
c
t) ≤ 0, ∀c ∈ Ct. (5.4b)
Problem (5.4) for time period t is known as an optimization prob-
lem with global variables (OPGV) [44]. The global variables here
are the consensus controls yt. This can be decomposed into | Ct |
subproblems and approximately solved by doing a single pass over
the following steps:








‖uct − yt‖22 (5.5a)
subject to h(xct , u
c
t) ≤ 0, (5.5b)
to get solutions (x̂ct , ûct), ∀c ∈ Ct.












| yt,i − zt,i | . (5.6)







t − ŷt‖22 ≥ ρ
γt, otherwise,
(5.7)
where β > 1 and ρ is a fraction of the deviation of the control






‖uct − yt‖22. (5.8)
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𝑐 ∈ 𝐶𝑡
Next c






ො𝑢𝑡 , ො𝑦𝑡 , ො𝛾𝑡
Figure 5.3: Flow chart of the inner algorithm
This optimization algorithm is a fast locally convergent decompo-
sition algorithm for smooth problems [44]. The inner algorithm
ensures consensus of the controls between the base case and all the
contingencies for time period t. The flow chart of the inner algorithm
is shown in Figure 5.3. The inner algorithm can be seen as a function
F of the variables zt and penalty parameters α and γt, that returns
the value of the updated controls, consensus controls, and penalty




The time-coupling constraints (5.2e) limit the switching actions of
the discrete var resources over the time horizon. For instance, the
system operator may allow the shunt capacitors to be switched on
or off only twice per day. The outer algorithm updates the values of
the discrete variables zt and the penalty parameter α to satisfy the
time coupling constraints. The outer algorithm starts by initializing
the variables and the penalty parameters γt and α. The variables
u, y, and z are initialized to some tentative control schedules. Then,
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the inner algorithm is called to approximately solve the T subprob-
lems (5.4) to update yt and αt, which can be done in parallel to
reduce the computation time. The outer algorithm collects the so-
lutions ŷt of the T subproblems and updates the discrete variables
zt and α as follows:
1. Compute the deviation of the updated consensus controls ŷt










‖yt − zt‖22, (5.9)
where κ > 1.
2. If ν > 0, then update the discrete variables z by solving the











| zt,i − zt−1,i | ≤ ui, ∀i ∈ U, (5.10b)
zt,i ∈ Z, ∀i ∈ U, (5.10c)
and let ẑt denote the solution for each t ∈ T . The penalty
parameter α is updated as follows:
α̂ = κα. (5.11)
3. Otherwise, keep the same zt and α from the last iteration.
The variables zt are the target values of the discrete controls since
they satisfy the time coupling constraints and are close to the con-
sensus controls yt. For the continuous controls in uct , the consensus
controls yt are the target values for time period t. Therefore, the
proposed outer algorithm stops when the error is less than a pre-
specified value εs, where the error is defined by:
E(u, y, z) := max{E1(u, y), E2(y, z)}, (5.12a)












ො𝑢𝑡 , ො𝑦𝑡 , ො𝛾𝑡 = 𝐹(𝑧𝑡 , 𝛼, 𝛾𝑡)
Update 𝑧𝑡 , ∀𝑡 ∈ 𝑇





















(yt,i − zt,i)2, (5.12c)
and m is the size of yt. The optimal solution of the MP-ORPD
problem is zt,i ∀i ∈ U, ∀t ∈ T for the discrete controls and yt,i ∀i /∈
U, ∀t ∈ T for the continuous controls. The algorithm steps are
described in Algorithm 1 and illustrated in Figure 5.4. In Algorithm
1, for simplicity, it is assumed that û, ŷ, and γ̂ become the values of
u, y, and γ, respectively, in the next iteration.
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Algorithm 1 Outer algorithm
1: Initialize γt, ∀t ∈ T
2: Initialize α
3: Initialize u, y, and z with tentative control schedule
4: while E(u, y, z) > εs do
5: Update (ût, ŷt, γ̂t) = F (zt, α, γt), ∀t ∈ T
6: Compute ν using (5.9)
7: if ν > 0 then
8: update z with the solution of (5.10)




This section describes the the formulation of the optimization prob-
lem in details. The constraints of the problem including power bal-
ance equations (3.16), the voltage limit of the system buses (3.1),
reactive power limits of the generators (3.15b), shunt susceptance
limits (3.14), transformer tap ratios limits (3.4), and the phase an-
gle at the slack bus (3.17) were described in details. This section
focus on the formulation of the objective function and the penalty
term of the optimization problem.
5.4.1. Objective Function
The primary goal is to maximize the dynamic reactive power reserve
from generators while maximizing the reactive power margin at the









































































where | . | is cardinality of the set, Lc is the set of in-service branches
(transmission lines, transformers, phase shifters), Gc is the set of in-
service generators in the network, K is the set of critical buses, v
are desired upper limits for critical bus voltages, and ∆v is a pos-
itive scalar. αl, αq, and αk are the weights. The term φcl,t is the
average reactive power losses in the lines. This term helps flatten
the voltage profile in adjacent buses. The term φcq,t encourages min-
imizing the value of the reactive power of generators. For critical
buses, the regularization term φck,t encourages the voltage magnitude
at the critical buses to be near the upper voltage limit. This can be
justified by inspecting the typical VQ curve of a bus in Figure 5.5;
by increasing the voltage of the operating point in the base case,
the reactive power margin at the critical bus is increased. Later, the
impact of the penalty αk will be investigated.





Figure 5.6: Consensus control variables - Optimal solution
5.4.2. Penalty Terms
In this section, the penalty term in (5.3) will be explored in details
for each variables involved in the penalty term. The penalty term is
used to find the set of optimal consensus control variables that are
valid for the base case N − 0, i.e. case without any contingencies,
and for the contingency cases as shown in Figure 5.6. The penalty











| yt,i − zt,i |
]
. (5.14a)
The first part of the penalty term is intended for continues control
variables, i.e. the voltage magnitude of the regulated buses, and
discrete control variables, i.e. the transformer tap ratios, and the
susceptance of the shunt devices. The second part of the penalty
term is only for discrete control variables.
5.4.2.1 Voltage of Regulated Buses
Voltage magnitude of the regulated buses should be the same for
the base case network N − 0 and for all contingencies at the same
time period. The penalty term for the voltage magnitude of the
regulated buses, which is the equivalent to (5.14) in terms of the








‖vck,t − vk,t‖22, (5.15)
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where vk,t is the consensus voltage magnitude of the regulated bus
















,∀k ∈ R,∀t ∈ T. (5.16b)
(5.16) shows that the consensus voltage magnitude of the regulated
buses is the average voltage magnitude of the buses at the base case
and all contingency cases at time period t ∈ T .
5.4.2.2 Shunt Susceptance
There are two constraints associated with the discrete control vari-
ables: the time-coupling constraint and the consensus of the control
variable at the same time period. The penalty term for the shunt
susceptance, which is corresponding to (5.14) in terms of the shunt













| bk,t − zk,t |
)
, (5.17)
where bk,t is the consensus shunt susceptance at bus k ∈ B, B is the
set of shunts devices in the network, and zk,t is the rounded shunt
susceptance that are limited by the time coupling constraint. As a







‖bck,t − bk,t‖22 +
α
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γt | Ct | + α
,∀k ∈ B,∀t ∈ T. (5.18b)
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(5.20) shows that the consensus shunt susceptance is the weighted
average of shunt susceptance value at the base case and all con-
tingency cases at time period t ∈ T and the rounded value of the
shunt susceptance. This weighted average encourages the value of
the shunt susceptance to be closer to the rounded shunt value. Thus,
ensuring the rounding process of the shunt susceptance leads to fea-
sible solution after solving the problem.
5.4.2.3 Transformer Taps
The penalty term for the transformer taps is similar to the penalty
term of the shunt susceptance. (5.6) in terms of the transformer tap
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, (5.19)
where τ l,t is the consensus transformer tap ratio of the tap changer
l ∈ T , T is the set of transformer tap changers in the network, and
zl,t is the rounded transformer tap ratio that are limited by the time
coupling constraint. As a counterpart to (5.6), the value of τ l,t is
calculated as follows:
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,∀l ∈ T ,∀t ∈ T. (5.20b)
5.4.2.4 Voltage of Unregulated Buses
The original problem formulation allows the voltage at the unreg-
ulated buses k ∈ U to change in case of contingency. However,
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adding a penalty term for voltage magnitude of the unregulated
buses similar to the regulated buses in (5.15) would reduce the volt-
age changes/drop after a contingency. The impact of the term will
be tested later on to show the benefits of adding this term to the
problem. The penalty parameters for this term should be different
than the penalty parameters γt which is used for the control vari-
ables. In addition, the penalty parameters for the penalty term of
the voltage magnitude of the unregulated buses should be smaller
than γt and it should be fixed and not updated.
5.4.2.5 Adjusting Controls of Subsystem
Modelling of power networks include the details of the area under
study and equivalent circuit of the external network or the neigh-
boring systems. Power system operators usually have control only
over the assets in their territory. Therefore, when optimizing con-
trols of the area under study, the control setting in the external
network should be fixed. The control settings include the voltage
magnitude of the regulated buses, the status (on or off) of the shunt
devices, transformer phase shift angles, and transformer tap ratios.
For values of the status of the shunt devices and the settings of the
transformer taps can be fixed easily as they don’t have to be vari-
ables in the optimization problem. However, the voltage magnitude
of the regulated buses are naturally variables because of the power
flow constraints Equation (3.16) on page 25. A weighted quadratic






‖vk − vk,0‖22, (5.21)
where λ is the penalty parameter weight, X ⊂ N is the set of voltage
regulated buses in the external network, and vk,0 is the initial voltage
set point of the regulated bus in the external network. To ensure the
voltage set point of the regulated buses in the external are nearly
fixed, the value of the penalty parameter λ should be high.
6 Case Studies
In the previous chapter, the proposed the MP-ORPD approach was
formulated and the solution algorithm is described in details. In this
chapter, testing results on two real power networks in the US East-
ern interconnection. The reactive power margin at critical buses,
dynamic reactive power reserve, shunt schedule, and distribution of
the system voltages are presented.
6.1. Simulation Setup
PFNET [45] was used to model the power network and the opti-
mization problem, and OPTALG1 and GridOpt2 were used to solve
the optimization problem using the solvers IPOPT [46] and CBC
[47]. The values of αl, αq, αk, ∆v, and u were 1.0, 1.0, 25.0, 1.0, and
2, respectively. The proposed MP-ORPD was applied to different
power networks of large electric utilities in the Eastern interconnec-
tion, and the results are consistent for all test systems. Table 6.1




Table 6.1: Summary of test systems
Component System I System II
Number of buses 15201 10244
Number of shunts 315 4812
Number of transformer taps 135 0
Number of generators 423 2484
Number of fixed transformer 1018 4004
Number of branches 14535 19511
Number of zero impedance lines 12576 135
Number of time periods per day 24 12
used in this work. Active and reactive power forecast and genera-
tion schedule for a day were used. The time resolution of forecasted
data for System I was two hours, hence the available time periods is
12 every 24 hours. A system operator provided a set of five critical
N − 1 and N − 2 contingencies and a set of six critical buses to
be used during the analysis. This information formed the input to
the day-ahead var schedule algorithm. A comparison between the
results of the proposed algorithm (labeled as OPT) and the EMS
real-time values (labeled as BAU) representing business-as-usual op-
eration with current var scheduling practices is presented.
6.2. Reactive Power Forecasting
Power system utilities have a reliable tool for active power fore-
casting of the loads in the system. Based on the output of this tool,
generation dispatch, unit commitment, and other planning programs
are used to plan for next day. As the active power is only consid-
ered for energy market to determine the prices/bidding for next day.
Most, if not all, utilities do not have a forecasting tool for reactive
power. Developing a reliable reactive power forecasting tool is not
the focus of this thesis. In this work, we are analyzing the histori-
cal data of the loads to estimate the reactive power loading at each
PQ-bus at each hour of the day.
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Figure 6.1: Reactive power forecasting vs real-time value (System I)
Figure 6.1 shows the reactive power forecasted vs the actual reactive
power of the loads. Each point in this figure represents a load in the
system with x-value representing the real-time reactive power of the
load and the y-axis representing the forecasted reactive power. The
perfect reactive power forecasting of the load would be across a line
with slope 1, where the actual value of the load is the same as the
forecasted value.
Analysis of the historical load data indicates that loads during the
weekends and holidays are different than the loads during the week-
days. The difference is not only in magnitude of the active power,
but also the power factor. During the weekdays, industrial loads
cause more reactive power loading on the system than during week-
ends. Figures 6.2 and 6.3 show the analysis of one week of load
data from December 12, 2020 to December 18, 2020. These figures
summarize the differences in loads from day to other days. System
loading during the weekends is different than during the weekdays.
System loading on Monday is somehow between the weekend and
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the rest of the week. Each square in these figures show the difference




‖Pk,D − Pk,D‖22, (6.1)
where D,D ∈ W are the days in the days set W , and Pk,D ∈ RT×1
is the active power of load at bus k ∈ N for T hours at day D. The
same formula is used for the reactive power difference by exchanging
P with Q the reactive power.
For simplicity, power factor correction step is required to improve
the estimated reactive power of the loads. By analysing the seasonal
historical data of loads for, power factor of the loads at each hour for
the weekdays and for the weekends are estimated. The average of
the power factor of the loads at each hour for the weekdays and the
weekends is used. Figure 6.4 on page 67 shows the reactive power
estimated using the forecasted active power loads and the estimated
power factor of the loads using the historical data. The accuracy
of the reactive power forecasting is improved with the power factor
correction approach. Of course, the accuracy of reactive power fore-
casting depends now on the accuracy of active power forecasting.
However, this approach will help testing the optimization algorithm
in hand. The forecasting of reactive power for loads will be explored
in future work.
Figure 6.5 on page 68 presents the process of scheduling var re-
sources. The process started by forecasting the active power load-
ing of the network for the next day. The power factor of the loads
is corrected as mentioned above. The network topology along with
the outage schedule for next day are required to plan the network
considering the planned outages. Model builder is then used to form
the T scenarios by establishing AC-solved cases that represent fu-
ture time periods. At this point, the multi-period modelling of the
forecasted network for next day is obtained. All power system plan-
ning programs start from this point. Next, the generation dispatch
program is performed to assign the active power generation for next
day. As discussed in Chapter 4 on page 27, the critical buses and
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Figure 6.2: Daily variation of active power loading (System I)
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Figure 6.3: Daily variation of reactive power loading (System I)
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Estimated reactive power at 01:00 - RMS error = 1.16
Figure 6.4: Reactive power forecasting (after correction) vs real-time
value (System I)
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critical contingencies are determined. The set of critical contingen-
cies along with the set of critical buses and the network model for
next day are input to the proposed MP-ORPD tool. The output is
the optimal scheduling of var resources, which includes voltage set
points at the regulated buses, the status of the shunt devices, and
the transformer tap ratios.
Active Power Forecast
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Figure 6.5: Flow chart of the scheduling var resources process
6.3. Test Results
This section reports the results of the MP-ORPD tool to optimize
the schedule of the var resources for next day. The results focus
on the the dynamic reactive power reserve and the reactive power
margin at the critical buses which are known metrics for improving
voltage stability. The distribution of the system voltages, number
of switching actions during he day, and computation complexity are
reported.
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Figure 6.6: Total absolute generator reactive powers (System I)
6.3.1. Dynamic Reactive Power
The total absolute reactive power from the generators of Systems I
and II are shown in Figures 6.6 and 6.10. This value is calculated by
summing the absolute values of the reactive power of the generators.
Figures 6.7 and 6.11 show the reactive power absorbed/injected by
generators of System I and II. At different time periods, the system
loading and topology are changing. However, the reactive power
absorbed/injected by the generators at all time periods is minimized.
As mentioned above, by minimizing the reactive power from the
generators, the amount of reactive power reserve is increased to be
used during contingencies. Figures 6.8, 6.9, 6.12, and 6.13 show the
reactive power from each generator at different loading conditions.
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Figure 6.7: Injected/Absorbed Generator reactive powers (System I)
6.3.2. System Voltage
Distribution of the voltage across all system buses during different
loading conditions are depicted in Figures 6.14, 6.16, and 6.15. In
general, the voltage at all buses is within limits. The bus voltages of
the system with the optimized control settings have a smaller stan-
dard deviation as compared to the real-time values. This indicates
that the voltage differences between adjacent buses are small, which
reduce the reactive power loading of the lines.
6.3.3. Reactive Power Margin
Figure 6.17 on page 77 presents the reactive power margin at the
most critical bus in System I during different time periods. The
reactive power margin at critical buses increases during the day with
changing loading, topology, and generation dispatch. The results at
all time periods are consistent: reactive power margin at the critical
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Figure 6.8: Generator reactive powers during light loads - Scenario
07/03/2020 01:00 AM (System I)
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Figure 6.9: Generator reactive powers during peak hour - Scenario
07/03/2020 03:00 PM (System I)
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Figure 6.10: Total absolute generator reactive powers (System II)
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Figure 6.11: Injected/Absorbed Generator reactive powers (System II)
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Figure 6.12: Generator reactive powers during light loads - Scenario
08/13/2019 01:32 AM (System II)





















Figure 6.13: Generator reactive powers during peak hour - Scenario
08/13/2019 15:28 AM (System II)
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Figure 6.14: Distribution of the buses voltage - Scenario 07/03/2020 12:00
AM (System I)




















Figure 6.15: Distribution of the buses voltage - Scenario 08/13/2019 01:32
AM (System II)
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Figure 6.16: Distribution of the buses voltage - Scenario 08/13/2019 11:32
PM (System II)
buses is improved. Figure 6.18 on the facing page depicts the VQ
curve for one of the critical buses at hour 1 with different values of
αk. The shape of the curve is the same for all cases. By increasing
the penalty parameter αk, voltage of the critical buses approach
their upper limit. Hence, the reactive power margin at the critical
buses is improved.
6.3.4. Switching Controls
The number of on/off switching actions of shunt devices is shown
in Figure 6.23 on page 80. Each switching shunt was allowed to be
switched on and off at most twice over 24 hours. In general, the
reactive power from shunt devices helps reduce the reactive power
from generators; hence, maximizing the reactive power reserve. The
number of switching actions with the MP-ORPD is slightly higher
than the number of switching action under BAU scheduling prac-
tices, but helps achieve larger generator reactive powers reserves, im-
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Figure 6.17: Reactive power margin at the most critical bus (System I)





















OPT k = 25
OPT k = 50
Figure 6.18: Reactive power margin at one critical bus (System I)
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Extra margin at 
V = 0.9 pu is 20.96 Mvar
BAU
OPT
Figure 6.19: QV curve at critical bus in VCA 2 at Scenario 08/13/2019
07:30 PM (System II)


















Extra margin at 
V = 0.9 pu is 20.13 Mvar
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OPT
Figure 6.20: QV curve at critical bus in VCA 4 at Scenario 08/13/2019
03:28 AM (System II)
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Figure 6.21: Reactive power margin at one critical bus in VCA 1 (System
II)























Figure 6.22: Reactive power margin at one critical bus in VCA 4 (System
II)
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Figure 6.23: Number of on/off switching actions of shunt devices (System
I)
proved distribution of system voltages, and improved reactive power
margins at the critical buses.
Coordination between the different time steps to satisfy the discrete-
ness and the time-coupling constraints is shown by Figure 6.25 on
the facing page. This figure shows the value of the consensus control
y and the discrete control z of one shunt device during 24 hours at
different iterations. At the first iteration, if the value of y of this
shunt device is rounded at different time periods, the number of
switching actions would exceed the limit specified as input, which
is 2 in this experiment. With increasing iterations, the consensus
control y becomes closer to the discrete control z that satisfies the
desired daily switching limit. Similar results for a different shunt
device are shown in Figure 6.25 on the next page.
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Figure 6.24: Consensus control y and discrete control z at different iter-
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Figure 6.25: Consensus control y and discrete control z at different iter-
ation for one shunt device (System I)
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Figure 6.26: Optimal shunt schedule for System I
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Figure 6.28: Value of the objective function at each iteration (System I)
6.3.5. Objective Function
The value of the objective function (5.13a) at each iteration is shown
in Figure 6.28. At the first iteration, each subproblem is solved with-
out coordination with other subproblems. Therefore, the value of
the objective function is minimum. From the second iteration, the
penalty parameters start to increase to enforce consensus of the con-
trol variables and to satisfy the time-coupling constraints. There-
fore, the value of the objective function increases at each iteration
until consensus is achieved. The value of the objective function
at the last iteration is calculated after rounding the shunt suscep-
tance values. As mentioned above, the consensus controls y become
closer to the discrete controls z with increasing iterations. Hence,
the rounding process has minimal impact on the value of the objec-
tive function. The value of objective function for each time period is
shown in Figure 6.29 on the next page. The incremental rate of each
curve is different according to the deviation of the control variables
at one time period between the base case and the contingencies.




























Figure 6.29: Value of the objective function for each time period (System
I)
6.4. Computational Complexities
In this section, the computational efficiency of the proposed MP-
ORPD algorithm was evaluated. All computations were carried out
on an Intel Core i7-4510U CPU @ 2.00 GHZ computing platform.
The data of the test cases used are reported in Table 6.1. Zero-
impedance branches in power networks may represent the model of
switches or circuit breakers. Buses on both sides of zero-impedance
branch are equivalent buses. To speed up the computation of solving
the MP-ORPD problem, equivalent buses were merged to reduce the
number of buses. All circuit breakers and switches were modeled for
System I. The number of buses after merging the equivalent buses
was 5200 buses. For System I, the number of buses after merging the
equivalent buses was 10040 buses. The number of buses, branches,
generators, etc. were slightly different from hour to hour due to
changes in loads, outages, generation dispatch, etc.
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Table 6.2: Computation time (in minutes) with increasing time periods
System T = 6 T = 12 T = 24
System I (C = 5) 14.6 31.1 57.5
System II (C = 5) 41.0 83.2 NA
Table 6.3: Computation time (in minutes) with increasing number of con-
tingencies
System C = 5 C = 10 C = 15
System I (T = 12) 57.5 120.5 179.9
System II (T = 24) 83.2 175.6 265.4
The main factors that determine the computation time for the MP-
ORPD problem are the number of time periods and the number of
contingencies at each time period. Tables 6.2 and 6.3 report the
computation times results with different time periods and different
number of contingencies for the systems considered. As the results
show, the computation time increases linearly with increasing num-
ber of contingencies and number of time periods.
6.5. Summary
In this work, an optimization methodology to schedule var resources
and enhance voltage security of power transmission systems has been
presented. This is achieved by maximizing the dynamic reactive
power reserve and reactive power margin at critical buses. The
proposed algorithm accomplished these objectives by coordinating
static and dynamic var resources, while considering the most critical
contingencies in the optimization problem. Minimizing the reactive
power production from generators maximizes the dynamic reactive
power reserve. The proposed approach was tested on different power
networks of large electric utilities in the Eastern interconnection
with various time horizons and number of critical contingencies. It
was found that penalizing deviations of the voltage at critical buses
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from their upper limit was a practical and computationally efficient
to increase the reactive power margin at critical buses.
7 Conclusion
This project has mainly focused on enhancing voltage stability of
the system by optimally coordinating the static and dynamic var
resources in the system to maximize dynamic reactive power reserve
in the system and increasing reactive margin at the critical buses.
Dynamic reactive power reserve is important to sustain the voltage
within limits during contingencies. Voltage instability in the system
starts locally due to voltage deterioration and shortage of reactive
power. Thus, the system can be clustered into different areas and
the most critical bus within each area is monitored. The reactive
power margin of the critical buses should be enough during criti-
cal contingencies, otherwise the system operator should adjust the
control setting to do so. Chapter 4 presents a comparative study
of the performance of some voltage stability indices for identifying
critical contingencies of VCAs. The results and application of these
indices on IEEE 300-bus, synthetic 2000-bus, and the Polish 2746-
bus networks are reported. For each contingency, the critical bus for
each VCA is recognized and then the voltage stability indices are
computed at these critical buses. VQ analysis is considered as a ref-
erence for comparison between different voltage stability indices for
contingency ranking and selection. Three criteria are used to com-
pare between the voltage stability indices: the performance under
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stressed conditions, the computational complexity, and the ability
to recognize the most critical contingency for each VCA. The results
obtained indicate that the sensitivity factor index performs better
under different stress conditions and networks compared to other
indices.
Critical buses and contingencies within each VCA are determined
by the voltage sensitivity factor. The importance of this step is to
filter out the contingencies and consider only the most critical ones
when finding the optimized operating points.
In Chapter 5, an optimization methodology to schedule var resources
and enhance voltage security of power transmission systems has been
presented. This is achieved by maximizing the dynamic reactive
power reserve and reactive power margin at critical buses. The
proposed algorithm accomplished these objectives by coordinating
static and dynamic var resources, while considering the most critical
contingencies in the optimization problem. Minimizing the reactive
power production from generators maximizes the dynamic reactive
power reserve. The proposed approach was tested on different power
networks of large electric utilities in the Eastern interconnection
with various time horizons and number of critical contingencies. It
was found that penalizing deviations of the voltage at critical buses
from their upper limit was a practical and computationally efficient
to increase the reactive power margin at critical buses.
A next step of this work could be studying the proposed methodol-
ogy within a rolling horizon framework for var resource scheduling
in a high renewable energy penetration scenario. Other interest-
ing and relevant direction could be considering more controls in the
optimization model to provide more flexibility in operating the sys-
tem. These controls may include, but are not limited to, phase
shifting transformers, transmission lines switching, and FACTS de-
vices. Utilities usually switch off some transmission lines to alleviate
congestion caused in particular situations, e.g. during light load for
reducing the reactive power absorption by generators. Including this
part in the optimization model would help system operators identify
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the optimal transmission-line candidates to be switched.
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